Abstract-Tensor decomposition is widely used in the analysis of multi-dimensional data. The canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) is one of the most popular decomposition methods and commonly found by the CPD-ALS algorithm. High computational and memory costs of CPD-ALS necessitate the use of a distributed-memory-parallel algorithm for efficiency. The medium-grain CPD-ALS algorithm, which adopts multi-dimensional cartesian tensor partitioning, is one of the most successful distributed CPD-ALS algorithms for sparse tensors. This is because cartesian partitioning imposes nice upper bounds on communication overheads. However, this model does not utilize the sparsity pattern of the tensor to reduce the total communication volume. The objective of this work is to fill this literature gap. We propose a novel hypergraph-partitioning model, CartHP, whose partitioning objective correctly encapsulates the minimization of total communication volume of multi-dimensional cartesian tensor partitioning. Experiments on twelve real-world tensors using up to 1024 processors validate the effectiveness of the proposed CartHP model. Compared to the baseline mediumgrain model, CartHP achieves average reductions of 52, 43 and 24 percent in total communication volume, communication time and overall runtime of CPD-ALS, respectively.
Recently, Smith and Karypis [14] have proposed a successful distributed-memory implementation of CPD-ALS algorithm. Their algorithm adopts a medium-grain model, in which a cartesian partition of the input tensor is utilized. Cartesian partitioning has the nice property of confining the communications to the layers of a virtual multi-dimensional processor mesh, thus providing upper bounds on communication overheads. Hence, this algorithm outperforms the earlier CPD-ALS implementations by achieving smaller parallel runtimes and better scalability.
In order to obtain a cartesian partition of the tensor, the medium-grain algorithm applies block partitioning on each mode, which is randomly permuted beforehand to maintain balance on the number of tensor nonzeros assigned to processors, hence their computational loads. However, this algorithm does not utilize the sparsity pattern of the tensor to minimize the total communication volume. The objective of this work is to fill this literature gap by proposing an intelligent partitioning algorithm that utilizes the sparsity pattern for minimizing the total communication volume of the medium-grain model. For this purpose, we exploit the conceptual similarity between MTTKRP and sparse matrix vector multiplication (SpMV), for which many partitioning models and methods with different granularities are wellstudied [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . The 2D cartesian partitioning for parallel SpMV, which is known as checkerboard partitioning, was first introduced by Hendrickson et al. [19] and its total communication volume is minimized by a hypergraph partitioning (HP) model, CBHP, proposed by Ç ataly€ urek and Aykanat [16] , [20] . Relying on the similarity between MTTKRP and SpMV, extending CBHP for cartesian partitioning of tensors with more than two dimensions
BACKGROUND
We denote tensors, matrices and vectors respectively by calligraphic (X ), bold capital (A) and bold lowercase (a) letters. To denote indices, we use lowercase letters ranging from 1 to their capital version, e.g., q ¼ 1; . . . ; Q. To refer to a varying index, we use a semicolon as in Matlab notation, e.g., Aði; :Þ.
Tensors
A tensor with M dimensions is called an M-mode tensor and mode m refers to the mth dimension. Unless specified, X is assumed to be a three-mode tensor of size I ÂJ ÂK. The tensor element with indices i; j; k is denoted by Xði;j;kÞ. Slices and fibers are defined as the subtensors obtained by holding one and two indices constant, respectively. Xði;:;:Þ, Xð:;j;:Þ and Xð:;:;kÞ respectively denote the ith horizontal (mode-1), jth lateral (mode-2) and kth frontal (mode-3) slices. The intersection of two slices along different modes (e.g., Xði;:;:Þ and Xð:;j;:Þ) constitutes a fiber (e.g., Xði;j;:Þ).
An M-mode tensor is called rank-one if it can be written as an outer product of M vectors. For instance, ða b cÞ is a rank-one tensor. The matricization of X in mode m is denoted by X ðmÞ .
Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
Canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) with F components factorizes a given tensor X as a sum of F rank-one tensors: X % P F f¼1 ða f b f c f Þ; where a f , b f and c f are column vectors of size I, J and K, respectively. Then, the factor matrices are defined as A ¼ ½a 1 . . . a F , B ¼ ½b 1 . . . b F and C ¼ ½c 1 . . . c F . The columns of the factor matrices are stored as normalized to length one, where the actual lengths are stored in vector . Then, CPD of X is written in short as X % ½½; A; B; C.
CPD-ALS, which is given in Algorithm 1, is an iterative algorithm. At each iteration, it solves a linear least squares problem to find a factor matrix, by fixing the other two factor matrices. For example in order to find A, CPD-ALS solves min A jjX ð1Þ À AðC BÞ T jj Xði; j; kÞðBðj; :Þ Ã Cðk; :ÞÞ:
The computation ofÂði; :Þ only involves the nonzeros in slice Xði; :; :Þ and for each nonzero Xði; j; kÞ in that slice, it requires rows Bðj; :Þ and Cðk; :Þ. 
Medium-Grain CPD-ALS Algorithm
The medium-grain CPD-ALS algorithm [14] is based on a 3D cartesian partition of a given tensor X for a virtual 3D mesh of P ¼ Q Â R Â S processors. In this partition, horizontal, lateral and frontal slices of X are partitioned among Q, R and S parts, respectively. These partitions are used for reordering the slices into Q horizontal, R lateral and S frontal chunks in such a way that the slices belonging to the same part are ordered consecutively (in any order) to form a chunk. The qth horizontal, rth lateral and sth frontal chunks are respectively denoted by X q;:;: , X :;r;: and X :;:;s . The intersection of X q;:;: , X :;r;: and X :;:;s forms subtensor X q;r;s . Similarly, the qth horizontal, rth lateral and sth frontal layers of the virtual processor mesh are respectively denoted by p q;:;: , p :;r;: and p :;:;s . Chunks X q;:;: , X :;r;: and X :;:;s are respectively distributed among the processors of layers p q;:;: , p :;r;: and p :;:;s in such a way that subtensor X q;r;s is assigned to p q;r;s . A cartesian tensor partition induces a conformal partition of the rows of each factor matrix into chunks, e.g., A 1 ; . . . ; A Q . The rows in the chunks A q , B r and C s are exclusively needed and updated by the processors in layers p q;:;: , p :;r;: and p :;:;s , respectively. The factor-matrix rows owned by processor p q;r;s are assumed to be contiguous and denoted by A q;r;s , B q;r;s and C q;r;s . Fig. 1 displays an example medium-grain partition with 3 horizontal, 3 lateral and 2 frontal chunks. Subtensor X 2;3;1 as well as factor-matrix rows in A 2;3;1 , B 2;3;1 and C 2;3;1 , which are all assigned to processor p 2;3;1 , are highlighted with a darker shade. Note that p 2;3;1 may need to use the rest of the rows in A 2 , B 3 and C 1 during the MTTKRP operations.
The parallel medium-grain CPD-ALS algorithm consists of three phases at each iteration. The mth phase involves the computations and communications performed for computing the factor matrix along mode m. We only summarize the first phase since the other phases are similar. First, the MTTKRP operation is performed in a distributed fashion where each processor multiplies its nonzeros with the corresponding B-and C-matrix rows and produces partial results for the correspondingÂ-matrix rows as given in Equation (1). Here,Â and A have conformal partitions.
After performing the local MTTKRP operation, each processor p q;r;s sends its partial results for non-localÂ-matrix rows to their owner processors, which reside in layer p q;:;: . In a dual manner, p q;r;s receives the partial results for its localÂ-matrix rows (Â q;r;s ) from the processors in the same layer and sums them to finalizeÂ q;r;s . We refer to this communication step as the fold step. Then, p q;r;s multipliesÂ q;r;s with ðC T C Ã B T BÞ À1 and obtains A q;r;s . A is finalized by normalizing its columns using an all-to-all reduction on local norms. Then, A T A is obtained by another all-to-all reduction on locally computed A T A matrices. Finally, each processor p q;r;s sends the updated rows in A q;r;s to the processors that need these rows in the following two phases where B and C are computed. These processors are the ones that p q;r;s receives partial results from in the fold step. In a dual manner, p q;r;s receives the updated A-matrix rows that it needs in the following two phases from their owner processors. These processors are the ones that p q;r;s sends partial results to in the fold step. We refer to this communication step as the expand step. At the end of each iteration, a residual is computed to test the convergence.
The communications in the fold and expand steps are confined to the processor layers. In the first, second and third phases, p q;r;s communicates with at most R Â S À 1, Q Â S À 1 and Q Â R À 1 processors residing in layers p q;:;: , p :;r;: and p :;:;s , respectively.
Hypergraph Partitioning Problem
A hypergraph H ¼ ðV; N Þ is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of nets N . Each net n connects a subset of vertices, which is denoted by PinsðnÞ. Each vertex v is assigned a weight of wðvÞ, whereas each net is assigned a cost of cðnÞ. P ¼ fV 1 ; . . . ; V K g is a K-way partition of H if parts are mutually disjoint and exhaustive. The cutsize of a given P is defined as P n2N ððnÞ À 1ÞcðnÞ; where ðnÞ denotes the number of parts connected by n.
The hypergraph partitioning (HP) problem is defined as finding a K-way partition P of a given hypergraph H with the objective of minimizing the cutsize and the constraint of maintaining balance on the weights of the parts. In the case of multi-constraint hypergraph partitioning with C constraints, the cth constraint for c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C is formulated as W c ðV k Þ W tot c ð1 þ Þ=K: Here, W c ðV k Þ and W tot c denote the sums of the cth weights of the vertices in V k and V, respectively, whereas denotes a maximum allowable imbalance ratio.
RELATED WORK
There are several distributed-memory CPD-ALS parallelization approaches for sparse tensors, varying on how they define and distribute atomic tasks. DFacTo [21] obtains a coarse-grain partition of the tensor by performing an independent onedimensional block partitioning along each mode and is reported to be significantly faster than two earlier alternatives, Tensor Toolbox [22] and GigaTensor [23] , when compared in a sequential setting. However, DFacTo is not memory scalable since it needs to store the matricized tensor along each mode as well as all factor matrices at each processor.
Kaya and Uçar [24] propose HP models that exploit the sparsity pattern of the tensor to minimize the total communication volumes of coarse-and fine-grain tensor partitionings. The coarse-grain HP model does not lead to a significant reduction in the total communication volume compared to block partitioning. This is due to the inherent limitation of coarse-grain partitioning, where each processor may need all factor-matrix rows in the non-partitioned modes. The fine-grain HP model overcomes this problem by distributing the tensor nonzeros individually, obtaining a multi-dimensional partition. The major drawback of the fine-grain model is the overhead of partitioning a large hypergraph containing vertices at least as many as the number of tensor nonzeros. The fine-grain HP model also suffers from inducing high number of messages, which is a consequence of disturbing the slice coherences.
To overcome these performance bottlenecks of coarseand fine-grain models, Smith and Karypis [14] propose a successful medium-grain model which is based on multidimensional cartesian tensor partitioning. This cartesian tensor partitioning is also used by Austin et al. [25] for parallel Tucker decomposition.
OPTIMIZING MEDIUM-GRAIN CPD-ALS
Here, we first describe the communication volume requirement of a given cartesian partition of a three-mode tensor. Then, we propose an HP model, referred to as CartHP, for obtaining a 3D cartesian partition of the tensor with minimum communication volume. Finally, we briefly discuss the extension of the proposed model to more than three modes.
Communication Volume Requirement
A given cartesian partition of the tensor divides each slice/ fiber into subslices/subfibers, each of which is owned by a different processor. We denote any (sub)tensor g owned by a set a of processor(s) by g a . For instance, Xði; :; :Þ q;r;s and Xði; j; :Þ q;r;s respectively denote the subslice of Xði; :; :Þ and the subfiber of Xði; j; :Þ which are owned by processor p q;r;s . Similarly, Xði; :; :Þ :;r;: denotes the subslice of Xði; :; :Þ owned by processor layer p :;r;: . To differentiate the subslices owned by a single processor from those owned by multiple processors, we refer to the former ones as unshared subslices. A (sub) slice/(sub)fiber containing at least one nonzero element is called a nonzero (sub)slice/(sub)fiber. Fig. 2 displays a cartesian partition of a 3 Â 4 Â 3 tensor for a 2 Â 3 Â 2 virtual processor mesh and the respective divisions of slices into subslices induced by this partition. In this figure, each tensor nonzero is denoted by a different symbol and each nonzero subslice is highlighted. For example, slice Xð1; :; :Þ contains 4 nonzero elements and 3 nonzero unshared subslices.
Let Z Xð1; :; :Þ 1;2;2 ; Xð1; :; :Þ 1;3;1 g. We assume that each slice contains at least one nonzero, hence, these sets are nonempty. In the first phase of medium-grain CPD-ALS, only the processors that own a subslice in Z We assume that each factor-matrix row is assigned to a processor which owns a nonzero subslice in the corresponding slice. We refer to this assumption as the consistency condition for the correctness of our hypergraph model to be proposed in Section 4.2. LetÂði; :Þ be assigned to a processor, say p, that owns a nonzero subslice in Z A i . Each of the other processors that own a nonzero subslice in Z A i sends a partial result forÂði; :Þ to p in the fold step. Then, the communication volume regarding the fold operation onÂði; :Þ amounts to ðjZ A i jÀ1ÞF . In a dual manner, p sends the updated row Aði; :Þ to these processors in the expand step, incurring a communication of volume ðjZ
Since the same volume of communication is incurred regarding the expand operation on Aði; :Þ and the fold operation onÂði; :Þ, we only consider the one regardingÂði; :Þ and formulate it as
Then, the total volume in the first phase is the sum of the volumes regarding the rows ofÂ, that is
With similar discussions for the second and third phases, we obtain vol
gives the overall total volume per iteration.
In Fig. 2 , the volume of communication regardingÂð1; :Þ is vol
CartHP: Proposed HP Model
For a given tensor X and a QÂRÂS virtual mesh of processors, CartHP contains partitioning phases f1, f2 and f3, in which hypergraphs H A , H B and H C are constructed with vertex sets representing the horizontal, lateral and frontal slices of X , respectively. In f1, CartHP obtains a Q-way partition of H A and uses this partition to reorder the horizontal slices to form Q horizontal chunks. These horizontal chunks divide each lateral and frontal slice into Q subslices along mode 1. Similarly in f2, CartHP obtains an R-way partition of H B and uses this partition to reorder the lateral slices to form R lateral chunks. These lateral chunks divide each horizontal slice into R subslices along mode 2 and each frontal subslice into R subsubslices along mode 2. Note that each frontal slice has Q Â R subsubslices at the end of f2. Finally in f3, CartHP obtains an S-way partition of H C and uses this partition to reorder the frontal slices to form S frontal chunks. These frontal chunks divide each horizontal and lateral subslice into S subsubslices along mode 3. Note that each horizontal and lateral slice have R Â S and Q Â S subsubslices at the end of f3, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates a tensor which is partitioned by CartHP for a 3 Â 4 Â 2 virtual processor mesh and three sample slices along different modes.
Algorithm 2. CartHP
Require: tensor X , 3D processor mesh size QÂRÂS, imbalance ratios 1 ; 2 ; 3 1: f1ðX ; Q; 1 Þ obtains Q horizontal chunks 2: f2ðX ; R; 2 Þ obtains R lateral chunks 3: f3ðX ; S; 3 Þ obtains S frontal chunks 4: for each subtensor X q;r;s do 5: Assign X q;r;s to processor p q;r;s Algorithm 2 displays the basic layout of CartHP. Here, we abuse the notation for simplicity and use the same symbol X for the original tensor (line 1) and the reordered tensors (lines 2-3). Consequently, each subtensor X q;r;s (line 4) is the intersection of the respective chunks of the reordered tensor.
Algorithm 3 displays phase f1, in which we construct (lines 1-13) and partition (line 14) Pinsðn 
as many as the number of its nonzero subslices. Note that each horizontal slice has been divided into R subslices along mode 2 in f2, whereas each lateral slice has been divided into Q subslices along mode 1 in f1. N A contains a net n All nets in the hypergraphs constructed in our model are assigned a cost of F . That is, cðnÞ ¼ F for each net n in H A , H B and H C . In partitioning H A , H B and H C , the maximum allowed imbalance ratios are set to 1 , 2 and 3 , respectively. It can be shown that at the end of three partitoning phases, the number of nonzeros assigned to a processor is bounded above by
The derivation of Equation (3) is given in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material. Fig. 4 illustrates an example for CartHP applied on a 4 Â 4 Â 3 tensor X for a 2 Â 2 Â 2 virtual mesh of processors. The vertices that represent horizontal, lateral and frontal slices are colored with purple, green and red, respectively. The same color encoding also applies to the nets in each phase. In fm, the tensor is displayed in terms of mode-m slices. For each hypergraph, the array of weights associated to each vertex/part is displayed next to the corresponding vertex/part. For example, consider v 
Correctness of CartHP
In this section, we show the correctness of the proposed CartHP model in minimizing the total communication volume of medium-grain CPD-ALS. Suppose that we have a cartesian partition of X obtained by CartHP and consider a horizontal slice Xði; :; :Þ. Note that Xði; :; :Þ is not divided into any subslices in f1. In f2, Xði; :; :Þ is divided into R subslices Xði; :; :Þ :;r;: for r ¼ 1; . . . ; R along mode 2. Let Z B ði; :; :Þ denote the set of mode-2 indices of the nonzero subslices among these R subslices, i.e., Note that the sum of the number of nonzero subsubslices in Z C ði; :; :Þ :;r;: for all r 2 Z B ði; :; :Þ gives the total number of unshared subslices in Xði; :; :Þ. Then
By Equations (2) and (4), we obtain
These findings apply to mode-2 and mode-3 slices as follows: cs 
That is, the total cutsizes incurred by the nets representing Xði; :; :Þ, Xð:; j; :Þ and Xð:; :; kÞ are equal to the communication volumes regarding factor-matrix rowŝ Aði; :Þ,Bðj; :Þ andĈðk; :Þ, respectively. Since the overall cutsize of CartHP is equal to the sum of the cutsizes of the nets representing individual slices in all phases, minimizing the overall cutsize corresponds to minimizing the total communication volume.
In Fig. 4 , consider slice Xð:; :; 2Þ and the nets that represent this slice. In f1, the cutsize incurred by n C 2 is cs C 2 ðf1Þ¼ð2À1ÞF ¼ F . In f2, the total cutsize incurred by nets n C 2ð1Þ and n C 2ð2Þ is cs C 2 ðf2Þ¼ð2À1ÞF þð2À1ÞF ¼ 2F . Then, the total cutsize of cs C 2 ¼ 3F incurred by the nets representing Xð:; :; 2Þ is equal to the communication volume regardingĈð2; :Þ, which is given by vol
Then, the total cutsize incurred by the nets representing the frontal slices is 5F , which is equal to the total communication volume in the third phase of medium-grain CPD-ALS , i.e., vol C ¼ 5F .
With similar discussions for the first and second phases, the total cutsize of 12F in CartHP is equal to the total communication volume.
1D Factor Matrix Partitioning
Recall that the correctness of CartHP in encapsulating total communication volume depends on the consistency condition. In order to satisfy this condition, we assign each factor- matrix row to one of the processors that own a nonzero subslice in the corresponding slice.
The rows of a factor matrix are partitioned among processors, independently for each factor matrix. Note that the communications regarding each row chunk (e.g., A q ) are confined to a distinct processor layer (e.g., p q;:;: ). Hence, the rows in a chunk are partitioned among the processors in the corresponding layer, independently for each chunk. For partitioning the rows in a chunk, we adopt the best-fitdecreasing heuristic used for solving the P -feasible binpacking problem [26] . The rows are considered in decreasing order of the number of their nonzero unshared subslices. That is, Aði; :Þ is processed earlier than Aði 0 ; :Þ if jZ A i j ! jZ A i 0 j. The best-fit criterion corresponds to assigning a row to a processor that currently has the minimum communication volume among the processors that own a nonzero subslice in the corresponding slice. After assigning a row to a processor, the volumes of the respective processors are increased accordingly.
Mode Processing Order
In our model, we determine the number of chunks along each mode, i.e., Q, R and S values, to be proportional to the tensor dimension in that mode, i.e., I, J and K values, as proposed in [14] . Recall that CartHP introduces the number of chunks along a mode as a multiplicative factor to the number of constraints in each further partitioning phase. For example, Q chunks obtained in f1 lead to Q and Q Â R constraints in f2 and f3, respectively. However, the performance of the multi-constraint partitioning tools is known to degrade with increasing number of constraints [27] . In order to have fewer constraints, the modes with fewer chunks should be processed earlier. For this purpose, CartHP processes the modes in increasing order of the number of chunks.
Extension to More Than Three Modes
For an M-mode tensor X and an P 1 ÂÁ Á ÁÂP M virtual mesh of processors, CartHP consists of M partitioning phases. In phase fm, hypergraph H m ¼ðV m ; S 1 k M;k6 ¼m N k Þ is constructed and partitioned into P m parts. In H m , each mode-m slice is represented by a vertex with P m i¼1 P iÀ1 weights (with P 0 ¼ 1) in V m , whereas each nonzero mode-k (sub)slice is represented by a net in N k for k ¼ 1; . . . ;mÀ1; mþ1; . . . ; M. Net n connects vertex v if the intersection of the (sub)slices represented by v and n contains at least one nonzero. Here, the slices are M À1 dimensional, hence the intersection of two slices along different modes is M À2 dimensional.
A P m -way partition of H m induces P m slice chunks along mode m. As a result, each slice along a mode different than mode m is divided into P m subslices along mode m. In H m , each nonzero mode-k subslice is represented by a net in N k in order to correctly encapsulate the communication volume. Here, these nonzero subslices are the smallest possible subslices divided by the chunks. Similarly, the number of nonzeros in each subslice of a mode-m slice constitutes a different weight to the vertex representing that slice for achieving computational load balance via multi-constraint partitioning.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed CartHP method against the baseline multi-dimensional cartesian partitioning method [14] . For obtaining balance on the number of tensor nonzeros, this method randomly permutes the slices at each mode before obtaining respective slice chunks. We refer to this baseline method as CartR, with "R" standing for "random". The performance comparison is conducted in terms of partition statistics and parallel CPD-ALS runtimes for 12 tensors on 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 processors. Finally, we discuss the amortization of the partitioning overhead introduced by CartHP in terms of CPD-ALS solutions.
Setting
For partitioning hypergraphs in CartHP (line 14 in Algorithms 3, 4 and 5), we use PaToH [15] (version 3.2) in speed mode with maximum allowable imbalance ratio set to 0.04, i.e., m ¼ 0:04. In PaToH, we set the refinement algorithm to FM with tight balance. Since PaToH contains randomized algorithms, we ran CartHP five times for each instance and report the geometric average of the results.
For conducting the parallel CPD-ALS experiments, we implemented the medium-grain CPD-ALS algorithm in C using MPI for interprocess communication. The source code is compiled with Cray C compiler (version 2.5.9) using the optimization level three. For the fold and expand operations on factor-matrix rows, personalized all-to-all collective operations are used. For storing the subtensors in processors, an extension of the compressed row storage (CRS) scheme for tensors [28] is utilized. MTTKRP operation is performed in a fiber-centric manner to reduce the FLOP counts, as described in [28] . For the rest of the computations, efficient CBLAS routines provided by Intel MKL library (version 2017) are used whenever needed. Our parallel implementation is orthogonal to the data partitioning method, hence it can take any medium-grain partition as input. For a fair comparison, we use the same parallel implementation for evaluating the partitions obtained by CartR. In our experiments, we set the number of components in CPD-ALS to 16, i.e., F ¼ 16. For each instance, the runtime of one CPD-ALS iteration is reported by taking the average of the total runtime of 1,000 iterations.
We conducted our parallel experiments on a Cray XC40 machine. A node of this machine consists of 24 cores (two 12-core Intel Haswell Xeon processors) with 2.5 GHz clock frequency and 128 GB memory. The nodes are connected with CRAY Aries, which is a high speed network with Dragonfly topology.
Dataset
In our experiments, we use 12 sparse tensors whose properties are given in Table 1 . All of these tensors are obtained from the datasets arising in real-world applications. First nine of them have three modes, whereas the remaining three have four modes. Columns 2-5 and 6 respectively display the dimensions and the number of nonzeros in the respective tensor.
Facebook consists of the wall-posting information in the form of owner-poster-date triplets from the Facebook New Orleans networks [29] . NELL-b and NELL-c consist of the beliefs in the form of entity-relation-entity triplets discovered by the Never Ending Language Learning (NELL) project [30] . NELL-b contains the relations that NELL believes to be true, whereas NELL-c contains only the candidate beliefs.
Brightkite and Gowalla consist of checkin information in the form of user-date-location triplets obtained from locationbased social networks [31] . Finefoods and MovieAmazon consist of user-product-word triplets obtained from food and movie reviews in Amazon, respectively [32] . Netflix consists of user-item-time triplets obtained from the ratings in Netflix Prize competition [33] . Similar to Finefoods, Yelp consists of user-business-word triplets obtained from business reviews in Yelp academic dataset 1 . MovieLens consists of user-movie-tag-time quadruplets obtained from free-text taggings in MovieLens 20M dataset [34] . Flickr and Delicious consist of user-resource-tag-time quadruplets which were first crawled by G€ orlitz et al. [35] respectively from flickr.com and delicious.com. Table 2 presents the average results obtained by CartHP normalized with respect to those obtained by CartR. Each row displays the geometric average of the results on 12 tensors for the respective number of processors. The detailed results for each tensor are given in Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material. Column "imb" denotes load imbalance, which we compute as the ratio of the maximum to the average number of nonzeros assigned to a processor. Columns under "number of messages" and "comm volume" denote the number of messages sent and received by a processor regarding the expand and fold steps through all phases and the volume of data communicated along these messages, respectively. Under both, "max" and "avg" denote the maximum and average amount of the corresponding metric over all processors, respectively. Under "parallel runtime", columns "comm" and "total" respectively denote the communication time and total runtime of a single iteration in medium-grain-parallel CPD-ALS.
Parallel CPD-ALS Results
As seen in Table 2 Table 3 presents the detailed results obtained by CartR and CartHP on 512 processors for each tensor. The values given for maximum and average communication volumes are in terms of words. For each tensor, the best result attained for each metric is given in boldface.
As seen in Table 3 , CartHP attains a better result in average communication volume for all tensors and in maximum communication volume for 9 out of 12 tensors. In communication time and total CPD-ALS runtime, it achieves a better result for 11 and 10 tensors, respectively. For the rest of the metrics, CartHP and CartR have comparable performances since each achieves a better result for half of the tensors. The highest reduction rates in total runtime are observed for Gowalla, Flickr and Delicious. This can be explained by the drastic amounts of decrease achieved in both maximum volume and total volume for these tensors. CartHP performs comparable to CartR for Netflix since the reduction in the communication time and the increase in the imbalance compensate each other. For MovieAmazon, CartHP performs worse than CartR due to the increase in the communication time stemming from the increase in maximum volume despite the decrease in total volume. Note that a similar increase is also observed for Netflix, but it does not degrade the communication time much due to a higher decrease in total volume. Fig. 5 displays the strong scaling curves for all tensors in terms of total CPD-ALS runtime. For 9 out of 12 tensors, CartHP achieves better CPD-ALS scalability compared to CartR. This is because CartHP obtains drastic reductions in both maximum and average communication volume metrics for these tensors. CartHP performs comparable to CartR for Netflix and Yelp and slightly worse than CartR for MovieAmazon since CartHP increases maximum volume while decreasing average volume for these tensors on all processor counts. For Facebook and MovieLens, although CartHP performs better than CartR, both methods display poor scalability for these tensor since they are small. Table 4 reports the partitioning time of CartHP in seconds as well as the ratio of this partitioning time to the factorization time for each tensor. Here, each factorization involves a number of CPD-ALS iterations required to converge with tolerance 10 À5 (as computed in [28] ), where the number of iterations typically increases with increasing F . Both partitioning and factorization are performed in a sequential setting. As seen in the table, for Netflix, partitioning takes Table 5 displays the average number of CPD solutions that amortize the sequential partitioning time of CartHP for each processor count, i.e., P value. Here, each CPD solution refers to running the parallel CPD-ALS algorithm for computing a factorization for ten different F values [36] starting from three different sets of initial factor matrices [37] . For each F value and initial factor matrix set, a factorization is assumed to require 25 iterations, so, each CPD solution is assumed to involve 10Â3Â25 ¼ 750 iterations. As seen in the table, on the average, the partitioning time of CartHP amortizes in only 3.39, 3.91, 4.92, 8.02, and 14.18 CPD solutions for 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1,024 processors, respectively, where the overall average is computed as 5.94 CPD solutions.
Partitioning Overhead and Amortization

CONCLUSION
We investigated the utilization of the sparsity pattern of a given tensor for minimizing the total communication volume in medium-grain CPD-ALS algorithm which adopts multidimensional cartesian tensor partitioning. We proposed a novel hypergraph-partitioning model that correctly encapsulates the total communication volume of medium-grain-parallel CPD-ALS. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed model by conducting experiments on 12 tensors for up to 1,024 processors. Our model drastically reduces the communication volume and the communication time of mediumgrain-parallel CPD-ALS, hence the total parallel runtime. 
